Writing Moment,
A little Writing Theory
n Make All the Difference
ers say 1 want my students to do some
persuasive writing in preparation for
':the upcoming state-wide direct writing
; assessment, which 1 know will provide
'dents with a persuasive essay prompt. I
"io have them write a letter to the custotQ!Jlplainlng about how dirty the cafeteria
;'persuading him that something needs co
'e about it. This will be perfect, I th.i.nk,
, /aU of my students h ave experience
Is and all of them can see the benefits of
acleaner cafeteria.
" en! ask my students to do this, many of
'ers arc in the following vein:

e-eafeteria is so gross! Our class eats
next to last every day and when we get
i"~feteria, there is ketchup and napkins
:kipds of garbage on the floor. I think
to do a better job of keeping the
.en clean so that we can enjoy our
stead of sitting around in the middle of
QtlY'sgarbage. Thank you for your time
enrion to this ma rter,
Sincerely,
Colin

:;Writing

and Kairos

'e created a "kairos" for my students
,dOesn't work. According

co rhetorical

theory, kairos is the occasion of writing, the
historical context in which the writing occurs,
the conventions of writing expected in the context, and the manner of delivery that the audience expects. Every piece of writing has a theoretically perfect moment in which it could
exist-the
Christmas letter that arrives midDecember from someone you've been hoping
to hear from, the thank-you note that arrives
two weeks after the wedding, the articulate and
polite customer complaint letter that arrives
just when a company is on a customer satisfaction campaign.

In school we often end up asking our students to write pieces that have no right
moment, either because the writing lacks a true
audience (beyond the teacher as evaluator) or
because the student has no interest in the topic
that has been assigned. Kairos is the essence of
authenticity. The best writing is writing for
which the writer has an authentic audience and
a real purpose. This kind of writing isn't easy
to come by in school. Because we need to
develop students' writing fluency and facility,
we need to have them writing every day, with
or without real audiences and purposes. Bur we
can do more, I think, to help students find real
audiences and purposes, even if they end up
mostly writing for each other to entertain or
inform, And we need to help them understand
audience, which affects every aspect of writing.
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Wrihng as a Sociol Process
Almost all "real-world" writing (as well as
other forms of communication,
including talk)
happens within a specific context that. incl~des
a reason for the writing and a real or imagined
audience. Writing, like speaking, is a social act
that differs according to the situation in which
it occurs. The email you write to a colleague
complaining about the school calendar for next
year is probably going to be very different
from the letter you write to the superintendent
or the call you make to a school board member
concerning the school calendar. Your position
within the hierarchy of the school system
changes the way you speak or write. Your relationship with the person to whom you are
writing also changes the way you speak or
write-or
it should.
Writing is also a recursive process that
moves from, for example, generating an idea,
to drafting, to revision, back
to drafting, touching on idea
Writers need to be able generation again, editing a
bit, then quitting when you
to go back and forth,
run Due of rime! In other
words, it is not a linear
thinking and drafting,
process that moves smoot:h.ly
revising, d1-afting a
from idea to written product.
Writers need to be able to go
little more, etc.
back and forth, thinking and
drafting, revising, drafting a
tittle more, etc. But while
revising, the writer may realize that the audience for the writing may not have enough
background knowledge about the topic and
decide that a new section needs (0 be added on
near the beginning of the writing. So while in
the process of revising, the concern for aud~ence can cause a writer to change word choice,
adjust voice, draft new text, even spell correctly. None of this would be necessary if writing
were not a social process.
McComiskey theorizes writing as a social
process with three layers: the textual layer, the
rhetorical layer, and the discursive layer.
According to McCorrUskey, the textual layer
includes the format, style, and genre of a written text. In tills ease, we have the "friendly letter" format often taught in elementary school,
which by its very nature assumes a friendly

relationship between the students and the
radian. There is a mixture of both formal reg'
ister, which sounds like it might be sornethin
a teacher would suggest that all the students
include (Thank you for your time and atte~::'.
tion to this rnatter.) and informal, which
sounds more "kidly" (The cafeteria is so .
gross!). Finally, in terms of the textual laye~, .
the letter Colin has written also looks fine m
terms of spelling, punctuation, and grariu:rlaf~
McCoruiskey's rhetorical layer refers tot-If
role the writer takes in relation to the audi~"
ence, the writer's attitude toward the audieno
the writer's purpose, and the desired action:
writer would Like the audience to take. On
one hand, the student refers to the custodian
"Mr. Wallcntine," not as "Scott" or To who'
it may concern. This shows respect, bur also
indicates some personal knowledge of thea
ence. "I think you need to do a better job,o
keeping the lunchroom clean" shows that, '
student believes that it is solely the job of
custodian to keep the lunchroom clean ann
say "you should" implies an order ~at, the "
todian is expected to obey. The wnters pur
pose is clearly to get the custodian to do al
work of keeping the cafeteria clean; there •.
acknowledgment
of the students' responsib
for making messes or cleaning up a ft:er the
selves.
The discursive layer, as theorized by
McComiskey, refers to the institutional and
social context in which the writing happen
Who is the writer and who is the audience
what is their relationship? In this case, the
tionship is that of a student writing to an:}
employee of the school that he mayor rna.
know very well, but an adult he certainly"
everyday in the school doing various wor
The child is taking an authoritative tone:
someone who is older and has more autho
Socially, in many cultures, children do not
scold adults. The child's letter assumes he;,·
the status to give orders co the custodian;'
custodian will likely be offended by the t
the Jetter and disregard it, which means
the writer's purpose will not be achieved.,~
Nothing will be done about the current i
of cafeteria messiness.

,g#.oment
",m help our

might choose between an essay-style response
students understand
or a letter,
calsit'rJation in which any piece of
In terms of the writer/text side of the trian>"ns,which involves what is mown
gle, we need to have students ask themselves
rical triangle. A friendlier term is
questions like: What is the purpose for this
,n-g.Moment" (or even "the
text? What is it within the situation that causes
moment").
me to write this? What has created the need to
ytlle writing moment" triangle as a
write? Too often, we ask students to write tens
through any writing assignment,
that don't require them to think. about these
'n,be taught to ask themselves some
things because we have already determined
,..esti0Ils as they write.
their purpose and to the student, .the situation
's.'of the writer/audience
side of the
that has created the need for them to write is
••..
e need to help stuour assignment, nor a genthese kinds of quesuine need. That's the problem
Figure 1: The Writing Moment
.~am I writing to
with the "write to the custo;.'s'myrelationship
to
dian about the cafeteria"
Writer
'What does that
assignment; the students
y~~ about me?
haven't had to make any deci. ether teachers like
sions or choices. We tend to
the writing siruakill students' natural love of
VERYTIfING stuwriting with restrictive
'~for a grade, the
assignments. All students, but
. the only audience,
especially ones who have lan,. teacher provides or
guage difficulties, need to feel
15 finds another
Text
Audience
engaged in writing. It should
Iorthe writing sucb
be enjoyable. 'With an
fothers outside the classroorn.) As
overemphasis on writing what the teacher
tWe need to find ways for our students
wants them to write and teaching to the test,
()real audiences either within the
students "fail to see the power of writing'ofoutside
of it. Even when preparwriting as thinking, writing as communicating,
nts for writing assessments, our
writing as having fun with
~shouJd provide an audience or ask
language. They see writing
.:determine an audience for themas drudgery and themselves
All students, but
ying some measure of choice about
as workers, not writers."
especially ones who have
arewriring' to can help raise students'
(Routman 34)
motivation and engagement.
In terms of having stulanguage difficulties,
, of the audience/text side of the tridents choose topics, Katie
;"nt.edto teach students to ask these
need to feel engaged
Wood Ray says, "Before we
.~ons:
How is my audience gomg
can ever expect students to
in writing. It should
J:liis text? If I use sloppy handwritcare about how they write,
'ij'r,edit for spelling or punctuation,
they must care about what
be enjoyable.
"audience
react? Even though we
they write" (101). We can
, ~~a process, the social nature of
allow students to have more
,requires us to think about the
choice, but choice within structure, by providaudience for writing that they
ing the genre or the fonn or even the topic,
tO$truggle to read because the stubut leaving at least one of the decisions to the
sen an inappropriate font or
students. If I say, "Everyone will write the
student hasn't used resources to
directions for how to make a peanut butter
p:le.rous misspellings. The form that
sandwich. Your written procedure should
. 'is also a choice that students can
include a list of ingredients and at least 4
"for a persuasive prompt, students
steps" I've restricted the topic so much that
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there's no choice at all. If I say, "We're going
to write a how-to book to explain something to
someone" I've provided choice within structure.

Analysis of the Writing Situation
"The Writing Moment" can be taught and
displayed in the classroom as a device to structure students' thinlcing about their writing
before they do any prewriting or planning. It
helps to make concrete the idea that writing is
a social process in which they can attend to
audience in aU three layers of writing: textual,
rhetorical, and discursive.
In the case of the dirty cafeteria problem,
when students are guided to think about their
relationship ....-ith the custodian, they can
attend to the discursive layer. Instead of inappropriately assuming a superior social position
from which they can give orders to the custodian, they may instead ask the custodian to
help them make presentations to other classes
in the school on how everyone Din help work
together to make the cafeteria a more pleasant
place for everyone and therefore actually lighten the custodian's workload. Or, they might
ask for the custodian's advice about what they
can do to help keep the cafeteria clean. They
could ask the custodian for infOTTl1300n about
which classes or lunch hours are the best or
worst. Any number of possibilities may arise
when writing is guided by this theory of "The
Writing Moment."
In Writing em Demand: Best Practices and
Strategies for Success, Gere, Chistenbury, and
Sassi show teachers how to help students analyze prompts rhetorically and write strategically. So when I prep3re my students for the
state's direct writing assessment, I can use the
Wricing Moment to teach students to analyz.e a
writing prompt in terms its intended audience
and purpose and this will help them do better
on the assessment. Some prompts do provide
choices by leaving the audience unspecified or
by asking students to choose a subtopic, helping them see where the choices are and making
those choices work for them (by choosing topics they care about and understanding
the adult
evaluator as a real audience). To prepare them
for the state writing assessment, I'll ask them

to choose a school situation that they beH~e
needs improvement and think about who'!
would be the right audience for a letter .
addressing the problem. We'll talk abotlt;til'
importance of politeness, spelling, plmctqa:.,
non-c-all the features in the textual layer oC'
writing. We'l! think about the attitude we
.
should take as writers, given who we're w.ritilt
to, and what we think they can actually dQ·"
about the situation. Finally, we'll think
OUT relationship
to the person we're writi.
it an open letter to the students in schoof,,!
whom the students are on equal footing?;
it a letter to an authority figure, in which
students must be aware of the power dJfftr
between them and their audience. When,
issues are taken into consideration, thewr
students produce can be more effective til.
real sense of getting something accomplish
and also in terms of scoring better on a fo·
writing assessment.
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